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DIAGNOSIS OF QGP WITH STRANGE HADRONS�Jan RafelskiyDepartment of Physis, University of Arizona, Tuson, AZ 85721, USAand Jean LetessierLaboratoire de Physique Théorique et Hautes EnergieszUniversité Paris 7, 2 plae Jussieu, F�75251 Cedex 05, Frane(Reeived Otober 12, 1999)We review the urrent status of strangeness as signature of the forma-tion and dissoiation of the deon�ned QGP at the SPS energy sale, andpresent the status of our onsiderations for RHIC energies. By analyzing,within the framework of a Fermi statistial model, the hadron abundaneand spetra, the properties of a disintegrating, hadron evaporating, deon-�ned QGP �reball are determined and an be ompared with theory forthe energy range 160�200AGeV on �xed target. We disuss in more detailour �nding that the pion yields our near to pion ondensation ondition.Dynamial models of hemial strangeness equilibration are developed andapplied to obtain strangeness prodution in a QGP phase at onditionsfound at SPS and expeted at RHIC. The sudden QGP break up modelthat works for the SPS data implies at RHIC dominane of both baryon,and antibaryon, abundanes by the strange baryon and antibaryon yields.PACS numbers: 12.38.Mh, 25.75.�q, 25.75.Dw, 25.75.Ld1. IntrodutionStrange partile signatures for the formation and evolution of the de-on�ned quark-gluon phase of elementary matter (QGP) has been a subjetdeveloped quite intensely for the past 20 years. We review here our progresssine the last major review [1℄, highlighting our analysis of the Pb�Pb dataat SPS, and our preditions for hyperon yields from QGP at RHIC [2℄.� Presented at the XXXIX Craow Shool of Theoretial Physis, Zakopane, Poland,May 29�June 8, 1999.y Support by U.S. Department of Energy under grant DE-FG03-95ER40937 .z LPTHE, Univ.Paris 6 et 7 is: Unité mixte de Reherhe du CNRS, UMR7589.(3559)



3560 J. Rafelski, J. LetessierWe �rst desribe in Setion 2, the Fermi model [3℄ analysis of the multi-partile prodution proesses in 158A GeV Pb�Pb ollisions arried out atCERN-SPS. Strongly interating partiles are believed to be produed witha probability ommensurating to the size of the aessible phase spae. Thenumerial methods whih have been developed in the ontext of an analysisof the lighter 200A GeV S�Au/W/Pb system [4℄ are desribed. We have inpartiular shown [5, 6℄ that onsideration of the light quark hemial non-equilibrium is neessary in order to arrive at a onsistent interpretation of theexperimental results of both the wide aeptane NA49-experiment [7�11℄and entral rapidity strange (multi)strange (anti)baryon WA97-experiment[12�14℄. This resulted also in onsiderable redution of the hemial freeze-out temperature: we �nd Tf = 145 � 5MeV, while originally it has beenestimated to be [15, 16℄ Tf = 180�290MeV.Suh a low freeze-out temperature is more onsistent with the assump-tion we make that there is no hange of hadroni partile abundane afterthe deon�ned QGP soure has dissoiated. This sheme is alled suddenhadronization [17, 18℄. This an our if hadroni partiles are produedeither in:a) an evaporation proess from a hot expanding, surfae orb) a sudden global hadronization proess.Our sudden hadronization sheme works very well, and an be onsideredas established on view of many studies that ould desribe quite diversedata. Certain surprising features of Pb�Pb results that are seen withinsuh analysis, and in partiular the �nding that the pion yield is governedby a fugaity that is lose to the ondensation point, as we shall show inSetion 3, lead us presently to favor the senario b). That being the aseone may further suppose that a super-ooled plasma oupies a relativelylarge spatial volume, and it undergoes a global explosive deomposition intoindividual hadrons, maximizing hadron oupanies and thus the entropyontent in the on�ned phase at the near-pion-ondensation ondition.Pertinent results of our analysis of the Pb�Pb system are addressed inSetion 3, where we have reevaluated our urrent results in onsiderationof some small hange of the experimental data. We address all availableSPS NA49 and WA97 experimental data, exept for 
 and 
 partiles. Itis important to realize that if we sueed to desribe well a partile yieldwithin the Fermi model, it means that the majority of all partiles of thepartiular type is produed by the statistial mehanisms we address here.In priniple there ould be many other prodution mehanisms, and they addto the yields. Thus if our desription fail, an aeptable failure is the onewhih under-predits the yield. When statistial model predits very little if



Diagnosis of QGP with Strange Hadrons 3561any prodution, the other reation pitures may indeed be dominant and weshould at least hesitate in our attempt to desribe all the rare partile yields.The prime andidate for suh onsideration and omission from statistialanalysis is the totally strange 
(sss) and its antipartile: they are triplystrangeness suppressed and are very heavy withM
 = 1672MeV, thus againsigni�antly suppressed, espeially at low hemial freeze-out temperature.Their total statistial multipliity is by a good distane smallest of all `stable'hadrons. Consequently, their prodution pattern is easily altered by, e.g., insoure strangeness lustering. We have found that if we use the results weobtain about the properties of the soure [6℄, in order to ompute the yieldsof 
 and 
, we invariably see that we obtain only a fration, 40�50%, ofall partiles observed. Our preliminary onlusion is that we should NOTexplore these partiles in the statistial prodution model.Among results that we obtain in Setion 3 is the, on a �rst sight, surpris-ing overpopulation of the strangeness phase spae oupany. We explainhow this an our in Setion 4, where the kineti theory for omputationof the hemial strangeness �avor abundane equilibration is presented. Weextend our past study of strangeness prodution at SPS onditions and showthat, at the time of QGP breakup at RHIC energies, there is also in gen-eral full hemial equilibrium, indeed that one an expet over-saturationof strangeness �avor, just as at SPS. Our numerial study is based on thedynamis of the phase spae oupany rather than partile density, and weeliminate muh of the dependene on the dynamial �ow e�ets by inor-porating in the dynamis onsidered the hypothesis of entropy onservingmatter �ow and evolution. We will make two assumptions of relevane forthe results we obtain:� the kineti (momentum distribution) equilibrium is reahed faster thanthe hemial (abundane) equilibrium [19, 20℄;� gluons equilibrate hemially signi�antly faster than strangeness [21℄.The �rst assumption allows to study only the hemial abundanes, ratherthan the full momentum distribution, whih simpli�es greatly the strutureof the master equations; the seond assumption allows to fous after aninitial time �0 has passed on the evolution of strangeness population: �0 isthe time required for the development to near hemial equilibrium of thegluon population. As we shall see, the strange quark mass ms is the onlyundetermined parameter that enters strangeness yield alulations. Theoverpopulation of the strangeness phase spae, seen in SPS data arises forrelatively small ms(1GeV)' 200MeV.In the following Setion 5, we use the experiene we have with the SPSsystems and with the theoretial studies of strangeness prodution in QGP,



3562 J. Rafelski, J. Letessierin order to estimate the strange partile prodution that is likely to our atRHIC. Some remarkable partile abundane results arise, sine during thebreak-up of the QGP phase there is onsiderable advantage for strangeness�avor to stik to baryons. This an be easily understood onsidering thatprodution of strange baryons over kaons is favored by the energy balane,i.e. : E(� + �) < E(N+K). Sine at RHIC most hadrons produed aremesons, and baryons form just a small fration of all partiles, initiallywe expet and will show, in Setion 5, that hyperon prodution dominatesbaryon prodution, i.e., most baryons and antibaryons produed will bestrange. A remarkable onsequene of the sudden hadronization senariois that this situation is maintained and thus hyperon dominane should beobserved at RHIC. If indeed this predition is born out in the experiment,it will prove that the there was formation of deon�ned phase, followed bysudden hadronization.We note that at SPS energies desribed in Setion 3, there is still anappreiable relative baryon abundane among all hadrons (about 15%) andthus while hyperon dominane begins to set in, there are (literally speaking)still some non-strange baryons left. With inreasing energy the yield ofstrange quark pairs per baryon rises, and at the same time the relativeabundane of baryons among all hadrons diminishes, the relative populationof non-strange baryons dereases rather rapidly and at RHIC energies thehyperons and/or antihyperons are the dominant strange partile frations.We are not aware that other studies reported in literature about RHIConditions have this remarkable result, see, e.g., [22℄. It is thus interesting toreord the two major quantitative di�erenes of the behavior of deon�nedmatter we are onsidering:� In QGP the partile density is high enough to assure that the requiredabundane of strangeness an be atually produed [1,23�25℄, while inhadron phase it was shown that, even at SPS energy, this is not thease [26℄.� Overpopulation of hadron phase spae oupanies ours naturallywhen the entropy rih QGP phase disintegrates into hadrons, whihannot be expeted in hadron based kineti reations.2. Contemporary Fermi model of hadron produtionWe use 6 parameters to haraterize the spetra and abundanes of par-tiles. Will desribe these disussing their values, assuming a QGP soure:



Diagnosis of QGP with Strange Hadrons 35631) The strange quark fugaity �s = 1 an be obtained from the require-ment that strangeness balanes [27℄:hNs �N�si = 0 : (1)However, the Coulomb distortion of the strange quark phase spaeplays an important role in the understanding of this onstraint for Pb�Pb ollisions [5℄, leading to the Coulomb-deformed value �s = 1:10 ,see also Eq. (10).2) Strange quark phase spae oupany s an be omputed as we showin Setion 4 within the established kineti theory framework forstrangeness prodution [1, 23℄. For a rapidly expanding system theprodution proesses will lead to an oversaturated phase spae withs > 1 .3) The equilibrium phase spae oupany of light quarks q is expetedto exeed unity signi�antly to aommodate the exess entropy on-tent in the plasma phase [27℄. There is an interesting onstraint thatarises if hadronization is sudden in the sense that partiles are pro-dued at the same time, forming for pions a Bose gas. As we shalldisuss at the end of this Setion, see Eq. (9) this leads to an upperlimit: q < q � em�=2T : (2)4) The olletive surfae expansion veloity should remain below the rel-ativisti sound veloity [1℄: v � 1=p3: (3)5,6) If we assume that the stopping of the baryon number and energy issimilar [1℄, we know the energy per baryon ontent in the reationsand then the equations of state produe a further onstraint betweenhemial freeze-out temperature Tf and light quark fugaity �q orequivalently, the baryohemial potential:�B = 3Tf ln�q: (4)The di�erene between �i and i is that, e.g., for strange and anti-strange quarks the same fator s applies, while the antipartile fugaity isinverse of the partile fugaity. The proper statistial physis foundationof i is obtained onsidering the maximum entropy priniple: it has beendetermined that while the limit i ! 1 maximizes the spei� hemialentropy, this maximum is extremely shallow, indiating that a system with



3564 J. Rafelski, J. Letessierdynamially evolving volume will in general �nd more e�etive paths toinrease entropy, than o�ered by the establishment of the absolute hemialequilibrium [28℄.The abundanes of the �nal state partiles is most onveniently desribedby onsidering the phase spae distribution of partiles. The relative numberof primary partiles freezing out from a soure is obtained noting that thefugaity and phase spae oupany of a omposite hadroni partile is ex-pressed by its onstituents and that the probability to �nd all j-omponentsontained within the i-th emitted partile is:Ni / e�Ei=T Yj2i j�j ; �i =Yj2i �j ; i =Yj2i j : (5)Taking the Laplae transform, we �nd, e.g., for the strange setor, tothe following partition funtion, like expression:lnZs = V T 32�2 �(�s��1q + ��1s �q)sqCsMFK + (�s�2q + ��1s ��2q )s2qCsBFY+(�2s�q + ��2s ��1q )2sqCsBF� + (�3s + ��3s )3sCsBF
	 ; (6)where the kaon, hyperon, asade and omega degrees of freedom are in-luded. The phase spae fators Fi of the strange partiles are (with gidesribing the statistial degeneray):Fi = Xj gijW (mij=T ) : (7)In the resonane sums Pj all known strange hadrons should be ounted.The funtion W (x) = x2K2(x), where K2 is the modi�ed Bessel funtion,arises from the phase-spae integral of the di�erent partile distributionsf(~p). It is important to remember that this expression does not desribe theproperties of a gas of hadrons, thus it is not a partition funtion, even if wegive the Laplae transform of the phase spae suh formal semblane.When the soure of the partiles is subjet to �ow, the Laplae transformthat leads to the above expression is onsiderably more involved. the spetraand thus also multipliities of partiles emitted are obtained replaing theBoltzmann fator in Eq. (5) by [29℄:e�Ei=T ! 12� Z d
v(1� ~v � ~pi=Ei)e� EiT (1�~v�~pi=Ei); = 1p1� ~v 2 ; (8)



Diagnosis of QGP with Strange Hadrons 3565a result whih an be intuitively obtained by a Lorentz transformation be-tween an observer on the surfae of the �reball, and one at rest in laboratoryframe. In ertain details the results we obtain on�rm the appliability ofthis simple approah. We onsider for SPS energy range the radial �owmodel, perhaps the simplest of the omplex �ow ases possible , but it suf-�es to fully assess the impat of �ow on our analysis.While the integral over the entire phase spae of the �ow spetrum yieldsas many partiles with and without �ow, when aeptane uts are presentpartiles of di�erent mass experiene di�ering �ow e�ets. Here, we notethat the �nal partile abundanes measured in an experiment are obtainedafter all unstable hadroni resonanes are allowed to disintegrate and feedthe stable hadron spetra. In order to minimize the impat of unknown �owpattern at hadron freeze-out when onsidering partile abundanes measuredin a restrited phase spae domain, we study partile abundane ratios in-volving what we all ompatible hadrons: these are partiles likely to beimpated in a similar fashion by olletive �ow dynamis in the �reball.We now return to review the ase of pions, whih is exeptional sine wewill be onsidering a rather large values of q > 1:5. The hemial fugaityfor a partile omposed of a light quark-antiquark pair is 2q . Thus the Bosedistribution in momentum spae has the shape:f�(E) = 1�2q eE�=T � 1 ; E� =pm2� + p2 : (9)The range of values for q is bounded from above by the Bose singularity.When q ! q, see Eq. (2), the lowest energy state (in the ontinuum limitwith p! 0 ) will aquire marosopi oupation and a pion ondensate isformed. Suh a ondensate `onsumes' energy without onsuming entropy ofthe primordial high entropy QGP phase. Thus a ondensate is not likely todevelop, but the hadronization proess may have the tendeny to approahthe limiting value in order to more e�iently onnet the deon�ned and theon�ned phases, sine, as we show in Fig. 1, the entropy density is nearlytwie as high at q ' q than at q = 1.To see learly how this an our, we looked more losely at the relativeproperties of a pion gas for q ! q . In Fig. 2, we see the relative hange inenergy per pion, (inverse of) entropy per pion, and energy per entropy, for�xed T = 142MeV orresponding to our best �t ondition. We see that ahadronizing gas will onsume at higher q less energy per partile, and thatthe energy per entropy is nearly onstant. Dissoiation into pions at q ! qappears thus to be an e�etive way to onvert exess of entropy in the plasmainto hadrons, without need for reheating, or a mixed phase whih would allowthe volume to grow. In short, the �nding of the maximum allowable q isintrinsially onsistent with the notion of an explosively disintegrating QGPphase.
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Fig. 1. Dependene of pion gas properties N=V -partile, E=V -energy and S=V -entropy density, as funtion of q at T = 142MeV.

Fig. 2. Dependene of pion gas properties (N -partile, E-energy and S-entropy)density as funtion of q for T = 142MeV. a � ratios relative to equilibrium valueq = 1; b � relative ratios, thus E=N , S=N and E=S.



Diagnosis of QGP with Strange Hadrons 35673. Update of SPS experimental data analysisIn the past year our work addressed our disovery that onsiderationof the light quark hemial non-equilibrium is neessary in order to arriveat a onsistent interpretation of the experimental results emanating fromCERN [30℄. We have also inorporated in our earlier analysis of the Pb�Pbsystem [5℄ a study of olletive matter �ow. Properties of the dense �reballas determined in this approah o�er lear evidene that a QGP disintegratesat Tf ' 144MeV, orresponding to energy density " = O(0.5) GeV/fm3 [31℄.With �ow, the analysis addresses also the m?-slopes of strange partiles.Notably, the near equality of (inverse) slopes of nearly all strange baryonsand antibaryons arises by means of the sudden hadronization at the surfaeof an exploding QGP �reball. In the hadron based mirosopi simulationsthis behavior of m?-slopes an also arise allowing for partile-dependentfreeze-out times [33℄.We note that though we use six parameters to haraterize the hadronphase spae at hemial freeze-out, ompare Setion 2, there are only twotruly unknown properties: the hemial freeze-out temperature Tf and thelight quark fugaity �q (or equivalently, the baryohemial potential Eq. (4))� we reall that the parameters i; i = q; s ontrols overall abundane ofquark pairs, while �i ontrols the di�erene between quarks and anti-quarksof given �avor. As already noted earlier, the four other parameters are notarbitrary, and we ould have used their tait and/or omputed values:1) the strange quark fugaity �s is usually �xed by the requirement thatstrangeness balanes hs� �si = 0 [18℄. The Coulomb distortion of thestrange quark phase spae plays an important role in the understand-ing of this onstraint for Pb�Pb ollisions, see Eq. (10) [5℄;2) the strange quark phase spae oupany s an be omputed withinthe established kineti theory framework for strangeness prodution[1, 23℄;3) the taitly assumed equilibrium phase spae oupany of light quarksq = 1 ;4) assumed olletive expansion to proeed at the relativisti sound ve-loity, v = 1=p3 [1℄.However, the rih partile data basis allows us to �nd from experiment theatual values of these four parameters, allowing to onfront the theoretialresults and/or hypothesis with experiment.



3568 J. Rafelski, J. LetessierThe value of �s we obtain from the strangeness onservation onditionhs� �si = 0 in QGP is, to a very good approximation [5℄:~�s � �s�1=3Q = 1 ; �Q � RRf d3reVTRRf d3r : (10)�Q < 1 expresses the Coulomb deformation of strange quark phase spae.This e�et is relevant in entral Pb�Pb interations, but not in S�Au/W/Pbreations. �Q is not a fugaity that an be adjusted to satisfy a hemial on-dition, sine onsideration of �i; i = u; d; s, exhausts all available hemialbalane onditions for the abundanes of hadroni partiles. The subsriptRf in Eq. (10) reminds us that the lassially allowed region within the densematter �reball is inluded in the integration over the level density. Choos-ing Rf = 8 fm, T = 140MeV, ms = 200MeV (value of s is pratiallyirrelevant), for Zf = 150 the value is �s = 1:10 .The available ompatible partile yield ratios (exluding 
 and 
, seeSetion 1) are listed in Table I, top setion from the experiment WA97 forp? > 0:7 GeV within a narrow �y = 0:5 entral rapidity window. Fur-ther below are shown results from the large aeptane experiment NA49,extrapolated to full 4� phase spae overage. We �rst �t 11 experimentalresults shown in Table I, and than turn to inlude also the m?-slope in ouronsiderations, and thus have 12 data points. The total error:�2T � Pj(Rjth �Rjexp)2(�Rjexp)2 (11)for the four theoretial olumns is shown at the bottom of this table alongwith the number of data points `N ', parameters `p' used and (algebrai)redundanies `r' onneting the experimental results. For r 6= 0 it is moreappropriate to quote the total �2T, with a initial qualitative statistial rel-evane ondition �2T=(N � p) < 1. The �rst theoretial olumns refer toresults without olletive veloity v (subsript 0) the three other with �t-ted v (subsript v). In olumn three, supersript `sb' means that �s is�xed by strangeness balane and, in olumn four, supersript `s' meansthat q = q = em�=2Tf , that is q is �xed by its upper limit, the pionondensation point. All results have been newly reomputed, to aount forslightly higher value of the ratio h�=B [37℄.It is interesting to note that the highest on�dene result is obtained inthe last olumn, just when the light quark phase spae oupany assumesvalue at the pion ondensation point: here the number of degrees of freedomis higher than in the seond olumn, obtained without onstraint. It isunlear at present what is the full extent of this remarkable result. Another



Diagnosis of QGP with Strange Hadrons 3569TABLE IWA97 (top) and NA49 (bottom) Pb�Pb 158A GeV partile ratios and some of ourtheoretial results, see text for explanation.Ratios Ref. Exp.Data Pbj0 Pbjv Pbjsbv Pbjsv�=� [13℄ 0.099 � 0.008 0.104 0.103 0.105 0.103�= �� [13℄ 0.203 � 0.024 0.214 0.208 0.209 0.206��=� [13℄ 0.124 � 0.013 0.124 0.125 0.124 0.125�=� [13℄ 0.255 � 0.025 0.256 0.252 0.248 0.251(�+ ��)(�+ ��) [34℄ 0.13 � 0.03 0.126 0.122 0.124 0.122K0s=� [8℄ 11.9 � 1.5 14.2 13.3 13.0 13.4K+=K� [9℄ 1.80� 0.10 1.80 1.82 1.78 1.83p=�p [7℄ 18.1 �4. 17.3 16.7 16.6 16.6��=�p [35℄ 3. � 1. 2.68 2.11 2.11 2.11K0s/B [36℄ 0.183 � 0.027 0.181 0.181 0.163 0.188h�/B [37℄ 1.97 � 0.1 1.96 1.97 1.97 1.96�2T 3.6 2.5 3.2 2.6N ; p; r 11;5;2 12;6;2 12;5;2 12;5;2interesting insight is that radial �ow always on its own improves our ability todesribe the data. However, m? spetra o�er another independent measureof �ow, and on�rm very strongly our �ndings about the value of v. Weproeeded as follows: for a given pair of values Tf and v we evaluate theresulting m? partile spetrum and analyze it using the spetral shape andkinemati uts employed by the experimental groups. To �nd the best valueswe onsider just one `mean' strange baryon experimental value �TPb? = 260�10, sine within the error the high m? strange (anti)baryon inverse slopesare overlapping. Thus when onsidering v along with �T? we have oneparameter and one data point more. One we �nd best values of Tf and v,we study again the inverse slopes of individual partile spetra. We obtainan aeptable agreement with the experimental T j? as shown in left setionof Table II.For omparison, we have also onsidered in the same framework the S-indued reations, and the right setion of Table II shows a good agreementwith the WA85 experimental data [38℄. We used as the `mean' experimentalslope data point �T S? = 235�10. We an see that within a signi�antly smallererror bar, we obtained an aurate desription of the mS?-slope data. Thisanalysis implies that the kineti freeze-out, where elasti partile-partileollisions ease, annot be ourring at a ondition very di�erent from thehemial freeze-out. However, one pion HBT analysis at p? < 0:5 GeVsuggests kineti pion freeze-out at about Tk ' 120 MeV [39℄. A possibleexplanation of why here onsidered p? > 0:7 GeV partiles are not subjet toa greater spetral deformation after hemial freeze-out, is that they esapebefore the bulk of softer hadroni partiles is formed. At least for strange



3570 J. Rafelski, J. Letessier TABLE IIExperimental and theoretial m? spetra inverse slopes Tth. Left Pb�Pb resultsfrom experi for kaons and from experiment WA97 [14℄ for baryons; right S�Wresults from WA85 [38℄.TPb? [MeV℄ TPbth [MeV℄ T S? [MeV℄ T Sth [MeV℄TK0 223 � 13 241 219 � 5 215T� 291 � 18 280 233 � 3 236T� 280 � 20 280 232 � 7 236T� 289 � 12 298 244 � 12 246T� 269 � 22 298 238 � 16 246 TABLE III�2T, number of data points N , parameters p and redundanies r; upper setion:statistial model parameters whih best desribe the experimental results for Pb�Pb data, and in last olumn for S�Au/W/Pb data presented in Ref. [4℄ . Bottomsetion: spei� energy, entropy, anti-strangeness, net strangeness of the full hadronphase spae haraterized by these statistial parameters. In olumn two we �x �sby requirement of strangeness onservation, and in olumn three we hoose q = q ,the pion ondensation point.Pbjv Pbjsbv Pbjsv Sjv�2T; N ; p; r 2.5; 12; 6; 2 3.2; 12; 5; 2 2.6; 12; 5; 2 6.2; 16; 6; 6Tf [MeV℄ 142 � 3 144 � 2 142 � 2 144 � 2v 0.54 � 0.04 0.54 � 0.025 0.54 � 0.025 0.49 � 0.02�q 1.61 � 0.02 1.605 � 0.025 1.615 � 0.025 1.51 � 0.02�s 1.09 � 0.02 1.10� 1.09 � 0.02 1.00 � 0.02q 1.7 � 0.5 1.8� 0.2 q = em�=2Tf 1.41 � 0.08s=q 0.79 � 0.05 0.80 � 0.05 0.79 � 0.05 0.69 � 0.03Ef=B 7.8 � 0.5 7.7 � 0.5 7.8 � 0.5 8.2 � 0.5Sf=B 42 � 3 41 � 3 43 � 3 44 � 3sf=B 0.69 � 0.04 0.67 � 0.05 0.70 � 0.05 0.73 � 0.05(�sf � sf )=B 0.03 � 0.04 0� 0.04 � 0.05 0.17 � 0.05brayons and antibaryons this is the result also seen in a reent mirosopistudy of the freeze-out proess [22℄.The six statistial parameters desribing the partile abundanes areshown in the top setion of Table III, where we also show in the last olumnfor omparison, the best result for S-indued reations, where the target hasbeen W/Au/Pb [4℄. The errors in the results are one standard deviationerrors arising from the propagation of the experimental measurement error,but apply only when the theoretial model desribes the data well. Allresults shown in Table III have onvining statistial on�dene level. For



Diagnosis of QGP with Strange Hadrons 3571the S-indued reations the number of redundanies r shown in heading ofthe Table III is large, sine same data omprising di�erent kinemati utshas been inluded in the analysis. It is quite reassuring that within error thefreeze-out temperature Tf seen in Table III, is the same for both the S- andPb-indued reations, even though the hemial phase spae oupaniesdi�er greatly. This must be the ase within our model of sudden freeze-out and onstitutes its �rm on�rmation. The variation in the shape ofthe partile spetra is fully explained by a hange in the olletive veloity,whih rises from vS = 0:49 � 0:02 to vPb = 0:54 � 0:04 ' 1=p3 = 0:577.The light quark fugaity �q implies that baryohemial potential is �PbB =203�5 > �SB = 178�5MeV. As in S-indued reations where �s = 1, now inPb-indued reations, a value �Pbs ' 1:1 harateristi for a soure of freelymovable strange quarks with balaning strangeness, i.e., ~�s = 1 is obtained,see Eq. (10).The values of q > 1, seen in Table III, imply that there is phase spaeover-abundane of light quarks, to whih, e.g., gluon fragmentation at QGPbreakup prior to hadron formation ontributes. q assumes in our dataanalysis a value near to where pions ould begin to ondense [30℄, Eq. (2). Wefound studying the ratio h�=B separately from other experimental resultsthat the value of q ' q is �xed onsistently and independently both, bythe negative hadron (h�), and the strange hadron yields. The unphysialrange q > q ' 1:63 an arise (see olumn Pbjsbv ) sine, up to this point,we use only a �rst quantum (Bose/Fermi) orretion. However, when Bosedistribution for pions is implemented, whih requires the onstraint q �q , we obtain pratially the same results, as shown in seond olumn ofTable III. We then show in Table III the ratio s=q ' 0:8, whih orresponds(approximately) to the parameter s when q = 1 had been assumed. Wenote that Pbs > 1. This strangeness over-saturation e�et ould arise fromthe e�et of gluon fragmentation ombined with early hemial equilibrationin QGP, s(t < tf ) ' 1. The ensuing rapid expansion preserves this highstrangeness yield, and thus we �nd the result s > 1 , as is shown in Fig. 33in [1℄.We show, in the bottom setion of Table III, the energy and entropyontent per baryon, and spei� anti-strangeness ontent, along with spei�strangeness asymmetry of the hadroni partiles emitted. The energy perbaryon seen in the emitted hadrons is nearly equal to the available spei�energy of the ollision (8.6 GeV for Pb�Pb, 8.8�9 GeV for S�Au/W/Pb).This implies that the fration of energy deposited in the entral �reball mustbe nearly the same as the fration of baryon number. The small redution ofthe spei� entropy in Pb�Pb ompared to the lighter S�Au/W/Pb systemmaybe driven by the greater baryon stopping in the larger system, also seenin the smaller energy per baryon ontent. Both ollision systems freeze out



3572 J. Rafelski, J. Letessierat energy per unit of entropy E=S = 0:185 GeV. There is a loose relationof this universality in the hemial freeze-out ondition with the suggestionmade reently that partile freeze-out ours at a �xed energy per baryonfor all physial systems [40℄, sine the entropy ontent is related to partilemultipliity. The overall high spei� entropy ontent we �nd agrees wellwith the entropy ontent evaluation made earlier [27℄ for the S�W ase.Inspeting Fig. 38 in [1℄, we see that the spei� yield of strangeness weexpet from the kineti theory in QGP is at the level of 0.75 per baryon, inagreement with the results of present analysis shown in Table III. This highstrangeness yield leads to the enhanement of multi-strange (anti)baryons,whih are viewed as important hadroni signals of QGP phenomena [41℄, anda series of reent experimental analysis has arefully demonstrated ompar-ing p�A with A�A results that there is quite signi�ant enhanement [14,42℄,as has also been noted before by the experiment NA35 [43℄. The strangenessimbalane seen in the asymmetrial S�Au/W/Pb system (bottom of Ta-ble III) ould be a real e�et arising from hadron phase spae properties.However, this result also reminds us that though the statistial errors arevery small, there ould be in this asymmetri system a onsiderable system-ati error due to presene of a signi�ant spetator matter omponent. Inthe symmetri Pb�Pb ollisions this e�et disappears, despite the fat thatthe freeze-out �ow pattern ould be muh more omplex and there ouldbe a distortion of partile spetra at low momenta not aounted for in ourstudy, for we did not model the ratio of kaons to hyperons. Considering thislimitation it is indeed remarkable, how well the onservation of strangenessondition is satis�ed, when it is not being enfored.4. RHIC and dynamis of strangeness produtionIn some key aspets, the methods to desribe strangeness produtionwhih we have been developing di�er from those obtained in other studiesof hemial equilibration of quark �avor, in partiular for RHIC onditions[44�46℄. For example, we use running QCD parameters (both oupling andstrange quark mass) with strong oupling onstant �s as determined at theMZ0 energy sale. We also inorporate entropy onserving �ow into thedynamial equations diretly, exploiting signi�ant anellations that our,and thus obtain a relatively simple dynamial model for the evolution of thephase spae oupany s of strange quarks in the expanding QGP.The phase spae distribution fs an be haraterized by a loal temper-ature T (~x; t) of a (Boltzmann) equilibrium distribution f1s , with normal-ization set by a phase spae oupany fator:fs(~p; ~x; t)) ' s(T )f1s (~p;T ) : (12)



Diagnosis of QGP with Strange Hadrons 3573Eq. (12) invokes in the momentum independene of s our �rst assumption.More generally, the fator i; i = g; q; s; , allows a loal density of gluons,light quarks, strange quarks and harmed quarks, respetively not to be de-termined by the loal momentum shape, but to evolve independently. Withvariables (t; ~x) referring to an observer in the laboratory frame, the hemialevolution an be desribed by the strange quark urrent non-onservationarising from strange quark pair prodution desribed by a Boltzmann olli-sion term:��j�s � ��s�t + �~v�s�~x = 12�2g(t) h�vigg!s�sT+�q(t)��q(t)h�viq�q!s�sT � �s(t) ��s(t) h�vis�s!gg;q�qT : (13)The fator 1/2 avoids double ounting of gluon pairs. The impliit sumsover spin, olor and any other disreet quantum numbers are ombined inthe partile density � =Ps;;::: R d3p f , and we have also introdued the mo-mentum averaged prodution/annihilation thermal reativities (also alled`rate oe�ients'):h�vreliT � R d3p1 R d3p2�12v12f(~p1; T )f(~p2; T )R d3p1 R d3p2f(~p1; T )f(~p2; T ) : (14)f(~pi; T ) are the relativisti Boltzmann/Jüttner distributions of two ollidingpartiles i = 1; 2 of momentum pi.The urrent onservation used above in the laboratory `Eulerian' formu-lation an also be written with referene to the individual partile dynamisin the so alled `Lagrangian' desription: onsider �s as the inverse of thesmall volume available to eah partile. Suh a volume is de�ned in the loalframe of referene for whih the loal �ow vetor vanishes ~v(~x; t)jloal = 0.The onsidered volume ÆVl being oupied by small number of partiles ÆN(e.g., ÆN = 1), we have: ÆNs � �sÆVl : (15)The left hand side (LHS) of Eq. (13) an be now written as:��s�t + �~v�s�~x � 1ÆVl dÆNsdt = d�sdt + �s 1ÆVl dÆVldt : (16)Sine ÆN and ÆVldt are L(orentz)-invariant, the atual hoie of the frameof referene in whih the right hand side (RHS) of Eq. (16) is studied isirrelevant and we drop heneforth the subsript l.We an further adapt Eq. (16) to the dynamis we pursue: we introdue�1s (T ) as the (loal) hemial equilibrium abundane of strange quarks,



3574 J. Rafelski, J. Letessierthus � = s�1s . We evaluate the equilibrium abundane ÆN1s = ÆV �1s (T )integrating the Boltzmann distribution:ÆN1s = [ÆV T 3℄ 3�2 z2K2(z) ; z = msT ; (17)where K� is the modi�ed Bessel funtion of order �; we will below use:d[z�K�(z)℄=dz = �z�K��1 . The �rst fator on the RHS in Eq. (17) is aonstant in time should the evolution of matter after the initial pre-thermaltime period �0 be entropy onserving [47℄, and thus ÆV T 3 = ÆV0T 30=onst. .We now substitute in Eq. (16) and obtain��s�t + �~v�s�~x = _T�1s �dsdT + sT zK1(z)K2(z)� ; (18)where _T = dT=dt. Note that in Eq. (18) only a part of the usual �ow-dilution term is left, sine we implemented the adiabati volume expansion,and study the evolution of the phase spae oupany in lieu of partiledensity. The dynamis of the loal temperature is the only quantity we needto model.We now return to study the ollision terms seen on the RHS of Eq. (13).A related quantity is the (L-invariant) prodution rate A12!34 of partilesper unit time and spae, de�ned usually with respet to hemially equili-brated distributions:A12!34 � 11 + Æ1;2 �11 �12 h�sv12i12!34T : (19)The fator 1=(1+ Æ1;2) is introdued to ompensate double-ounting of iden-tial partile pairs. In terms of the L-invariant A , Eq. (13) takes the form:_T�1s �dsdT + sT zK1(z)K2(z)� = 2g (�)Agg!s�s+q(�)�q(�)Aq�q!s�s � s(�)�s(�)(As�s!gg +As�s!q�q) : (20)Only weak interations onvert quark �avors, thus, on hadroni time sale,we have s;q(�) = �s;�q(�). Moreover, detailed balane, arising from the timereversal symmetry of the mirosopi reations, assures that the invariantrates for forward/bakward reations are the same, spei�allyA12!34 = A34!12; (21)and thus:_T�1s �dsdT + sT zK1(z)K2(z)� = 2g (�)Agg!s�s �1� 2s (�)2g(�)�+2q (�)Aq�q!s�s �1� 2s (�)2q (�)� : (22)



Diagnosis of QGP with Strange Hadrons 3575When all i ! 1, the Boltzmann ollision term vanishes, we have reahedequilibrium.As disussed, the gluon hemial equilibrium is thought to be reahed athigh temperatures well before the strangeness equilibrates hemially, andthus we assume this in what follows, and the initial onditions we will studyrefer to the time at whih gluons are hemially equilibrated. Setting �g = 1(and without a signi�ant further onsequene for what follows, sine gluonsdominate the prodution rate, also �q = 1) we obtain after a straightforwardmanipulation the dynamial equation desribing the evolution of the loalphase spae oupany of strangeness:2�s _T �dsdT + sT zK1(z)K2(z)� = 1� 2s : (23)Here, we de�ned the relaxation time �s of hemial (strangeness) equilibra-tion as the ratio of the equilibrium density that is being approahed, withthe rate at whih this ours:�s � 12 �1s(Agg!s�s +Aq�q!s�s + : : :) : (24)The fator 1/2 is introdued by onvention in order for the quantity �s todesribe the exponential approah to equilibrium.Eq. (23) is our �nal analytial result desribing the evolution of phasespae oupany. Sine one generally expets that s ! 1 in a monotonifashion as funtion of time, it is important to appreiate that this equationallows s > 1: when T drops below ms, and 1=�s beomes small, the dilutionterm (2nd term on LHS) in Eq. (23) dominates the evolution of s . In simpleterms, the high abundane of strangeness produed at high temperatureover-populates the available phase spae at lower temperature, when theequilibration rate annot keep up with the expansion ooling. This behaviorof s has been shown in [32, Fig. 2℄ for the SPS onditions with fast transverseexpansion. Sine we assume that the dynamis of transverse expansion ofQGP is similar at RHIC as at SPS, we will obtain a rather similar behaviorfor s. We note that yet a faster transverse expansion than onsidered hereould enhane the hemial strangeness anomaly.�s(T ) , Eq. (24), has been evaluated using pQCD ross setion and em-ploying NLO (next to leading order) running of both the strange quarkmass and QCD-oupling onstant �s [48℄. We believe that this method pro-dues a result for �s that an be trusted down to 1GeV energy sale whihis here relevant. We employ results obtained with �s(MZ0) = 0:118 andms(1GeV) = 200MeV; we have shown results with ms(1GeV) = 220MeVearlier [2℄. There is some systemati unertainty due to the appearane of



3576 J. Rafelski, J. Letessierthe strange quark mass as a �xed rather than running value in both, thehemial equilibrium density �1s in Eq. (24), and in the dilution term inEq. (23). We use the value ms(1GeV), with the 1GeV energy sale hosento orrespond to typial interation sale in the QGP at temperatures underonsideration.5. Expetations for strange hadron prodution at RHICWe now ombine our advanes in theoretial models of strangeness pro-dution and data interpretation at SPS energies with the objetive of makingreliable preditions for the RHIC energy range [2℄. First we address the ques-tion how muh strangeness an be expeted at RHIC. Numerial study ofEq. (23) beomes possible as soon as we de�ne the temporal evolution ofthe temperature for RHIC onditions. We expet that a global ylindrialexpansion should desribe the dynamis: aside of the longitudinal �ow, weallow the ylinder surfae to expand given the internal thermal pressure.SPS experiene suggests that the transverse matter �ow will not exeed thesound veloity of relativisti matter v? ' =p3. We reall that for purelongitudinal expansion loal entropy density sales as S / T 3 / 1=� , [47℄. Itis likely that the transverse �ow of matter will aelerate the drop in entropydensity. We thus onsider the following temporal evolution funtion of thetemperature: T (�) = T0 � 1(1 + � 2=d)(1 + � v?=R?)2 �1=3 : (25)We take the thikness of the initial ollision region at T0 = 0:5GeV to bed(T0 = 0:5)=2 = 0:75 fm, and the transverse dimension in nearly entralAu�Au ollisions to be R? = 4:5 fm. The time at whih thermal initialonditions are reahed is assumed to be �0 = 1fm/. When we vary T0, thetemperature at whih the gluon equilibrium is reahed, we also sale thelongitudinal dimension aording to:d(T0) = (0:5GeV=T0)31:5 fm : (26)This assures that when omparing the di�erent evolutions of s we are look-ing at an initial system that has the same entropy ontent by adjusting itsinitial volume V0. The reason we vary the initial temperature T0 down to300 MeV, maintaining the initial entropy ontent is to understand how theassumption about the hemial equilibrium of gluons, reahed by de�nitionat T0, impats our result. In fat when onsidering dereasing T0 (and thusinreasing V0), what we are doing is to begin the thermal prodution at alater time in the history of the ollision.



Diagnosis of QGP with Strange Hadrons 3577The numerial integration of Eq. (23) is started at �0, and a range of ini-tial temperatures 300 � T0 � 600, varying in steps of 50 MeV. The high limitof the temperature we explore exeeds somewhat the `hot glue senario' [19℄,while the lower limit of T0 orresponds to the more onservative estimates ofpossible initial onditions [47℄. Sine the initial p�p ollisions also produestrangeness, we take as an estimate of initial abundane a ommon initialvalue s(T0) = 0:15. The time evolution in the plasma phase is followed upto the break-up of QGP. This ondition we establish in view of our analysisof the SPS results. We reall that SPS-analysis showed that the systemdependent baryon and antibaryon m?-slopes of partile spetra are resultof di�erenes in olletive �ow in the deon�ned QGP soure at freeze-out.There is a universality of physial properties of hadron hemial freeze-outbetween di�erent SPS systems, and in our analysis a pratial oinideneof the kineti freeze-out onditions with the hemial freeze-out. We thusexpet, extrapolating the phase boundary urve to the small baryohemialpotentials, that the QGP break-up temperature T SPSf ' 145 � 5 MeV willsee just a minor upward hange to the value TRHICf ' 150� 5 MeV.With the freeze-out ondition �xed, one would think that the majorunertainty in our approah omes from the initial gluon equilibration tem-perature T0, and we now study how di�erent values of T0 in�uene the �nalstate phase spae oupany. We integrate numerially Eq. (23) and presents as funtion of both time t in Fig. 3a, and temperature T in Fig. 3b, up tothe expeted QGP breakup at TRHICf ' 150 � 5 MeV. We see that:� widely di�erent initial onditions (with similar initial entropy ontent)lead to rather similar hemial onditions at hemial freeze-out ofstrangeness,� despite a series of onservative assumptions, we �nd, not only, thatstrangeness equilibrates, but indeed that the dilution e�et allows anoverpopulation of the strange quark phase spae. For a wide rangeof initial onditions, we obtain a narrow band 1:15 > s(Tf ) > 1 .We will in the following, taking into aount some ontribution fromhadronization of gluons in strange/antistrange quarks, adopt what thevalue s(Tf ) = 1:25.We now onsider how this relatively large value of s, harateristi forthe underlying QGP formation and evolution of strangeness, impats thestrange baryon and anti-baryon observable emerging in hadronization. Re-membering that major hanges ompared to SPS should our in rapid-ity spetra of mesons, baryons and antibaryons, we will apply the samehadronization model that worked in the analysis of the SPS data. This hy-
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Fig. 3. Evolution of QGP-phase strangeness phase spae oupany s. a � asfuntion of time and, b � as funtion of temperature for ms(1GeV) = 200MeV,see text for details.pothesis an be falsi�ed easily, sine we expet, based and ompared to thePb�Pb 158A GeV results:a) shape identity of all RHIC m? and y spetra of antibaryons �p ; �� ; � ;sine in our approah there is no di�erene in their prodution meh-anism, and the form of the spetra is determined in a similar way bythe loal temperature and �ow veloity vetor;b) the m?-slopes of these antibaryons should be very similar to the resultwe have from Pb�Pb 158A GeV sine only a slight inrease in thefreeze-out temperature ours, and no inrease in olletive transverse�ow is expeted.The abundanes of partiles produed from QGP within the suddenfreeze-out model are ontrolled by several parameters we addressed earlier:the light quark fugaity 1 < �q < 1:1 , value is limited by the expeted smallratio between baryons and mesons (baryon-poor plasma) when the energyper baryon is above 100GeV, strangeness fugaity �s ' 1 whih value forloally neutral plasma assures that hs� �si = 0; the light quark phase spaeoupany q ' 1:5, overabundane value due to gluon fragmentation. Giventhese narrow ranges of hemial parameters and the freeze-out temperatureTf = 150 MeV, we ompute the expeted partile prodution at break-up.In general we annot expet that the absolute numbers of partiles we �ndare orret, as we have not modeled the important e�et of �ow in the labo-ratory frame of referene. However, ratios of hadrons subjet to similar �owe�ets (ompatible hadrons) an be independent of the detailed �nal state



Diagnosis of QGP with Strange Hadrons 3579TABLE IVFor s = 1:25; �s = 1 and q, �q as shown: Top portion: strangeness per baryons=B, energy per baryon E=B[GeV℄ and entropy per baryon S=B. Bottom portion:sample of hadron ratios expeted at RHIC.q 1.25 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.60�q 1.03 1.025 1.03 1.035 1.03E=B[GeV℄ 117 133 111 95 110s=B 18 16 13 12 12S=B 630 698 583 501 571p=�p 1.19 1.15 1.19 1.22 1.19�=p 1.74 1.47 1.47 1.45 1.35��=�p 1.85 1.54 1.55 1.55 1.44��=� 0.89 0.91 0.89 0.87 0.89��=� 0.19 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.15��= �� 0.20 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.16�=� 0.94 0.95 0.94 0.93 0.94
=�� 0.147 0.123 0.122 0.122 0.115
=�� 0.156 0.130 0.130 0.131 0.122
=
 1 1. 1. 1. 1.
+
��+�� 0.15 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.12��+���+ �� 0.19 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.15K+=K� 1.05 1.04 1.05 1.06 1.05dynamis, as the results seen at SPS suggest, and we will look at suh ratiosmore losely.Taking q = 1:5+0:10�0:25 we hoose the value of �q, see the header of Ta-ble IV, for whih the energy per baryon (E=B) is similar to the ollisionondition (100GeV), whih leads to the range �q = 1:03 � 0:005. We eval-uate for these examples aside of E=B, the strangeness per baryon s=B andentropy per baryon S=B as shown in the top setion of the Table IV. Wedo not enfore hs � �si = 0 exatly, but sine baryon asymmetry is small,strangeness is balaned to better than 2% in the parameter range onsidered.In the bottom portion of Table IV, we present the ompatible partile abun-dane ratios, omputed aording to the proedure developed in Setion 2.We have given, aside of the baryon and antibaryon relative yields, also therelative kaon yield, whih is also well determined within our approah.The meaning of these results an be better appreiated when we assumein an example the entral rapidity density of diret protons is dp=dyjent. =25. In Table V, we present the resulting (anti)baryon abundanes. Wesee that the net baryon density db=dy ' 16 � 3, there is baryon num-ber transpareny. We see that (anti)hyperons are indeed more abundant



3580 J. Rafelski, J. Letessier TABLE VdN=dyjent: assuming in this example dp=dyjent: = 25q �q b p �p �+�0 ��+�0 �� �� �0 �0 
=
1.25 1.03 17 25� 21 44 39 31 27 17 16 1.21.5 1.025 13 25� 22 36 33 26 23 13 11 0.71.5 1.03 16 25� 21 37 33 26 23 12 11 0.71.5 1.035 18 25� 21 36 32 26 22 11 10 0.71.60 1.03 15 25� 21 34 30 24 21 10 9.6 0.6than non-strange (anti)baryons. Taking into aount the disintegration ofstrange baryons, we are �nding a muh greater number of observed protonsdp=dyjobs.ent. ' 65 � 5 in the entral rapidity region. It is important whenquoting results from Table V to reall that:1) we have hosen arbitrarily the overall normalization in Table V, onlypartile ratios were omputed, and2) the rapidity baryon density relation to rapidity proton density is aonsequene of the assumed value of �q, whih we hose to get E=B '100GeV per partiipant.The most interesting result seen in Table V, the hyperon-dominane ofthe baryon yields at RHIC, does not depend on detailed model hypothesis.We have explored another set of parameters in our �rst and preliminaryreport on this matter [49℄, �nding this result. Another interesting propertyof the hadronizing hot RHIC matter as seen in Table IV, is that strangenessyield per partiipant is expeted to be 13�23 times greater than seen atpresent at SPS energies, where we have 0.75 strange quark pairs per baryon.As seen in Table V, the baryon rapidity density is in our examples similarto the proton rapidity density.6. ConlusionsWe believe that the Fermi model interpretation of SPS strangeness re-sults deisively shows some interesting new physis. We see onsiderableonvergene of the results around properties of suddenly hadronizing QGP.The key results we obtained are:1) same hadronization temperature T=142�144MeV for very di�erentollision systems with di�erent hadron spetra;2) QGP expeted ~�s = 1 for S and Pb ollisions, and �Pbs ' 1:1 ;3) Pbs > 1, indiating that high strangeness yield was reahed beforefreeze-out;



Diagnosis of QGP with Strange Hadrons 35814) q > 1 as would be expeted from high entropy phase and the assoi-ated value S=B ' 40 ;5) yield of strangeness per baryon �s=B ' 0:75 just as predited by gluonfusion in thermal QGP;6) transverse expansion veloity vPb = 1=p3, the sound veloity of quarkmatter for Pb�Pb.Among other interesting results whih also verify the onsisteny of our ap-proah, we reall:� the exat balaning of strangeness h�s�si = 0 in the symmetri Pb�Pbase;� inrease of the baryohemial potential �PbB = 203 � 5 > �SB = 178 �5MeV as the ollision system grows;� energy per baryon near to the value expeted if energy and baryonnumber deposition in the �reball are similar.The universality of the physial properties at hemial freeze-out for S- andPb-indued reations points to a ommon nature of the primordial soureof hadroni partiles. The di�erene in spetra between the two systemsarises in our analysis due to the di�erene in the olletive surfae explosionveloity, vS = 0:5 < vPb = 1=p3 , whih for larger system is higher, havingmore time to develop.In our opinion, these results show that hadroni partiles seen at CERN-SPS are emerging from a deon�ned QGP phase of hadroni matter and donot undergo a re-equilibration after they have been produed. This hasenouraged us to onsider within the same omputational sheme the pro-dution of strange hadrons at RHIC onditions, and we have shown that onean expet strangeness hemial equilibration in nulear ollisions at RHICif the deon�ned QGP is formed, with a probable overpopulation e�et asso-iated with the early strangeness abundane freeze-out before hadronization.We have shown also that (anti)hyperons dominate (anti)baryon abundane,and that rapidity distributions of (anti)protons are primarily deriving fromdeays of (anti)hyperons.
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